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reviewed by richard neitzel holzapfel assistant professor of church history at
brigham young university

much of todays visual experience is vicarious mediated
through films television videos and reproduced photographs in
printed materials visual images reproduced in media as a source
of information are both entertaining and enlightening often providing multiple layers of information particularly when coupled
with text material such as a caption the viewers experience of
the image may be informed as much by the caption as by the
details within the image itself roland barthes a cultural historian
argues that the text may simply amplify a set of connotations
already given in the visual image or it may produce an entirely new
significance that is retroactively projected into the image so much
so as to appear denoted there
thus a portrait of a woman and a small baby painted in the
primitive style looks simple and unimportant in images of faith
until one reads the caption phoebe carter woodruff and son
woodruffe
joseph
the portrait held special significance for the woodruffs
to them young joseph was a covenant child because he was their
first child born after they were sealed in the nauvoo temple less
1
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than a year later little joseph died at winter quarters 8 suddenly
the visual image becomes an artifact charged with both historical
and emotional significance consequently the portrait has value not
only for its artistic merits but also for the viewers associations with
the thing it pictures nothing could be more true than Bar
barthess
thess
barthels
observations for the visual images presented in these three outstanding books which express very different points of view
I1
utilizing hundreds of historic photographs william W slaughters life in zion is a successful attempt to create a family photographic album for the institutional church format and content
lead the viewer on a visual tour of the mormon past covering the
period of 1820 to 1995 slaughters choice of images coupled with
the captions give us a point of view that represents an intimate
look at the latter day saints one spends time with some old familiar friends as well as some new ones
it is virtually impossible to reproduce a significant collection
of latter day saint images from the nineteenth century that has not
been previously published given the relatively small collection of
photographs of church leaders and historic sites from this period
images of joseph and emma smith eliza R snow alexander doniphan palmyra kirtland nauvoo and salt lake city found in the
pages of this work are well known to many latter day saints yet
slaughter un
earths some remarkable images that previously had
unearths
not seen the light of day in the twentieth century the 1856 image
of fort bridger 28 is fascinating a remarkable find
additionally two images placed on the same page apparently
1860 are most interesting the first
taken during the same year 1860
photograph is of nineteen year old joseph C rich as he began his
first mission and the second photograph is of sixteen year old ann
eliza hunter the caption brings the two images together informing the reader that the two young people married nine years later
42 one would expect such discoveries from the photographic
archivist for the church of jesus christ of latter day saints for he
has spent years helping patrons identify photographs in the
church collection there are many more hidden treasures in this
book making it an important contribution to latter day saint visual history
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol36/iss4/9
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life in zion is divided into five chapters covering specific
periods of church history the first basically covers the joseph
smith period ending when the saints made their departure from
nauvoo in 1846 the second reflects brigham youngs administration the third covers the administrations of john taylor wilford
woodruff and lorenzo snow and the fourth treats the administraheberj
tions of joseph EF smith and heber
heberdJ grant the remaining church
presidents terms of service are included in the final chapter
unlike the earlier periods in church history the time periods
covered in the last three chapters have much larger collection of
latter day saint related photographic images particularly those
of individuals and families and those from settlements and growth
areas beyond salt lake city some of the classic views are present
like the sacrament service in the ephraim tabernacle about 1900
104 but many images appear in print here for the first time
in particular the last chapter is a whos
chos who of employees in
the historical department of the church where slaughter works
readers who have done research in the church archives may recognize these people but for those who do not the images are still
important because they represent the growth of the modem church
additionally because this section includes many images that
are taken by nonprofessional photographers it looks more like a
personal photo album than do the earlier chapters and gives the
reader a familiar yet original view of the latter day saint experience photographs of regular people from around the worldwide
church like the view of the missionaries in the california san
jose mission in october 1983 177 lend personality and a sense
of intimacy to the work
in an effort to present historic photographs in an interesting
manner slaughter gives us an image and then some contemporaneous source diary letter or autobiography that brings the image
2
image
from
and
information
layering
text
the
to life thereby
among the small group of photographic historians interested in
the latter day saints such sharing of photographic images and
design elements has yielded wonderful fruits and this is one of the
best to date when he cannot provide such a gem as a contemporaneous source document slaughter gives us some basic information about the individuals or place shown
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1996
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california
fomia san jose mission october 1983 left to
missionaries m
cail
in the Cali
right elders steven H moore randy barney brian A coleman scott R
tight
christensen yotin
Tan omart representative of several informal shots in
botin tanomart
life in zion courtesy scott christensen

deseret book is to be congratulated on the fine quality of this
publication they provided the author with quality paper to showcase these important documents of the past some of the images are
crystal clear perhaps because slaughter due to his employment
was able to assure quality control on the reproduction of some of
these images by eliminating one step in the reproduction process
when he provided original photographs to the publisher other photo graphs however are not sized carefully or are second generation
tographs
images and thus on occasion appear blurred or out of focus
slaughters work is a model of the documentation that is
required when an author uses any type of sources holographic or
published secondary sources including photographs the LDS
historical community could learn from his work unless historians
begin to take photographic documents as seriously they do written ones latter day saint historical activities associated with visual
documents will fall below the professional standards being set in
the larger historical community
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol36/iss4/9
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slaughter provides an important window to the past his profess
fessional
ional expertise and knack of identifying interesting photographs is no better evidenced than in this exceptional effort it
represents another important step in utilizing historic photographs in a responsible way there are so many wonderful images
in this book that provide an intimate look at the latter day saints
that life in zion should become an important resource for historians a visual library 3

nH
the mission

is also a photographic work recently released

but this time by a large national publisher who hopes that sales
will go beyond the mormon market according to promotional
material by the publisher it is an extraordinary look by a team of
international photojournalists
photo journalists at the customs culture and spirit
of the people of the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints 4 it
reminds one of the popular photographic series A day in the life
photo journalists spread out across a counin which professional photojournalists
try state or city and in a twenty four hour period photographed
everything from a hospital delivery room early in the morning to a
mechanic working on a truck in a garage late at night in the case
photo journalists spent one year journeying to
of the mission the photojournalists
six continents to capture the latter day saint story unlike life in
zion which utilizes historic photographs found in archives this
collection presents many never before seen recent color photographs that do not require the daunting task of identifying photographer location and dates
joseph walker communications director at geneva steel
corporation and the editor of pioneer a magazine for the national
society of the sons of utah pioneers wrote the captions because
walker is a latter day saint the photographs taken by photographers who are not LDS are placed in the context of a believers
understanding of what the images mean this is not the first time
a non LDS photographic effort has been supplemented by the
writing of practicing latter day saints for an audience larger than
the church 5
this book is a perfect example of a publishers efforts to use
layers of information to lead the viewer to specific conclusions in
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1996
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this case respect for the personal lives of the members of the
church and for the institutional church itself text and photographs are often tied together although some are tied only by association with their placement in a section
some of the images included in the mission are absolutely
moving to me the two photographs of emmitt young a black
convert from los angeles are among the most dramatic of the
long time members of the church in the united
book 66 67 for longtime
states the book vividly reminds them that the church has truly
multi cultural particularly touching are
become international and multicultural
34 a filithe images of black saints in the dominican republic 54
pino branch president in the streets of manila 26 a native american convert in her scrub oak leanto
lean to 24 a samoan schoolteacher
in his lavalava 49 a chinese missionary serving in the united
states 102 a young kenyan convert being confirmed 117 and
two young peruvian children climbing a hill 125
the organization of the book presents a rather insightful look
at modern latter day saint culture the mission reveals the contours of latter day saint life in a visual way that few other books
have done three basic divisions
families are forever A new
church for a new land and spreading the word are each
divided into smaller sections that also feature several essays providing depth to the subject unlike the single photographic images
provided in many books the theme of each section is enhanced by
related images of the same people
certainly the life story of nine million latter day saints living
in thousands of communities cannot be adequately portrayed in a
book of 226 pages yet there is something pleasing with this work
that reveals the heart of latter day saint life by detailing such
events as death marriage baptism teaching recreation public
and private worship and most importantly service to family community country and world again as in most publications little
errors find their way into this lavishly illustrated publication for
example wilford woodruffs
woodruffe name is once misspelled 5
an added bonus in this oversized book is two essays written
by two observers of the latter day saint community one an insider
and the other an outsider president gordon B hinckleys
Hinckleys introduction is personable and provides a non latter day saint audience
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol36/iss4/9
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latts tribute to his
churche
churchs beliefs roger Rosenb
rosenblatts
rosenblattt
mormon high school english teacher in new york is a fitting addia view of the

tion to a book that leaves empty spaces between the photographs
allowing personal reflections of those who open the book to communicate something that no text can tell
111
lii
ili

finally images of baith
faith is a team effort by the staff at the
museum of church history and art in salt lake city richard G
oman and robert 0 davis senior curators at the museum are primarily responsible for selecting the artworks
art works and preparing the
essays that highlight the latter day saint art tradition museum
director glen M leonard served as general editor of the project
and wrote a brief introduction
deseret book deserves recognition again for the quality of
this publication the oversized book allows the visual images to
assume a more natural appearance the paper quality enhances
the items selected for inclusion in this publication
the book is divided into five chapters covering different periods of artistic expression among the latter day saints ending the
book with a chapter on twentieth century international folk art
was a strong natural move visually and textually demonstrating
that the saints throughout the world enrich the cultural and spiritual aspects of the church with the publication of this work
many people can become familiar with these rich museum treasures and with the people whose talents make life a little more
interesting in zion
of course the book highlights only a portion of latter day
saint art and of those individuals who have contributed to our
artistic heritage talented individuals like nineteenth century
daguerreotypist marsena cannon and twentieth century artist walter rane are not represented hopefully many more volumes detailing other deserving artists will appear in the future
the visual story of the church and its people is too large too
important and too pervasive to be treated adequately from any single point of view yet through these artists creative vision and
interpretation of their experience the reader can catch the spirit
of nineteenth and twentieth century latter day saint life history
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1996
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and culture those willing to steal a few minutes or a few hours
from their busy schedules will be richly rewarded as they ponder
over these treasures of the past and present so beautifully presented in images of faith

NOTES

poland
woland
moland
roland barthes the photographic message image music text new
wang 1977 25
york hill and
an dWang
2
for another example of this style see also richard neitzel holzapfel and T
jeffery cottle old mormon nauvoo 1839 1846 historic photographs and
guide provo grandin book 1990
31n
n fact the book has already been used as a resource for at least one publication I1 identified a number of images and written sources from slaughters work
for my recent book their faces toward zion voices and images of the trek
salt
Sot lake city bookcraft 1996
west
mest sait
westsot
westcot
sat
odust
4dust
ust jacket flyleaf
1b
B H
ab

roberts wrote

a booklet of explanations for the 1904 set of stereo

views produced by the non LDS photographic firm of underwood and understereography
Stereo graphs and stereotypes A 1904
wood see richard neitzel holzapfel stereographs
5 76
15
15576
view of mormonism journal ofmormon
of mormon history 18 fall 1992 155
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one does not have to read E H gombrich on art and illusion

1

to realize that any picture is inevitably a choice the photographer
or painter chooses what goes within the frame and beyond that
chooses what to highlight the expression on human faces even
the time of day light and darkness and the artist also chooses
from a range of stylistic possibilities including a kind of photographic realism impressionism expressionism various symbolic
and fantasy combinations and of course different degrees of abstraction when visual works are compiled into a book or an exhibit drawing from a large pool of potential candidates again
there is selection

why william W slaughter chose the particular photographs
in his life in zion is not always clear A certain number of these
photographs appear in print for the first time while others are
already familiar but almost all of the pictures deserve more than a
quick look not only do these historical photographs show how
certain individuals appeared at different dates but also by applying
intensive examination known as photoanalysis
photo analysis we can discover
valuable information and ask many questions one can imagine an
enjoyable hour as two or more people examine picture after picand this why is one woman holding
ture saying look at this
a basket over her head and another an umbrella at plymouth england in 1863 45 do the linked arms and hands on shoulders in
the famous group portrait of the big ten some of brigham youngs
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1996
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daughters indicate genuine affection and solidarity between these
prominent young women 47 if so does the same stance depict
unity between the males of american forks brass band 49
the photograph showing the funeral cortege of wilford woodruff in 1898 reveals telephone poles in the middle of south temple
street still a dirt road and a trolley car but of course not a single
automobile 97 A wonderful photograph of a wagon train at hams
fork in 1900 reminds us that pioneering continued long after 1847
and even long after the coming of the railroad in 1869 102
pictures of individuals and groups abound missionaries and
their wives in japan 106 ella wheeler wilcox meeting with mormon women 109 a group at old folks day in american fork
with ebenezer beesley holding his violin 110 missionary
spencer W kimball bathing his tired feet 126 church leaders
and their families bathing in the great salt lake 129 president
heberj
heberd grant at the 1922 inauguration of radio station KZN 130
missionary gordon B hinckley in the british mission 142 and
on and on one of the last pictures shows a group of primary children in sierra leone west africa this is a photo album not just for
a family but for the entire church
one thing 1I look for in such a book is documentation of the
individual works who was the photographer which repository
has the picture the regrettable editorial decision of placing this
information in small type at the back of the book means that the
photographer will get no credit in the eyes of most readers
my other regret may have as much to do with the original
photography as with the reproduction in the present work several
of the photographs seem too hazy or too small for adequately seeing what is there serious readers may wish to have a good magnifying glass on hand in any case they will be well rewarded
IEI
lri
iri

with the mission the question of documentation does not
arise the forty one photographers are identified at the back of the
book and captions give proper credit for the individual photographs if this is history in the sense that the events photographed
are past it is contemporary history for the photographs are so
recent as to be thought of as the present from slaughters survey
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol36/iss4/9
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more than half of which focuses on the nineteenth century we
shift to the 1990s
and so we see a baptism in alaska 8 11 sixteen year old
brittany fairclough receiving a fathers blessing 16 and mejkin
meakin
legler writing in her journal 17 A magnifying glass enables us to
read Mej
mejkins
kins reminder in the frame of her mirror dont give up
meakins
what you want most for what you want now we see dancing in
perth australia 20 2 11 native american cormons
mormons on the
jicarilla
thejicarilla
apache reservation 24 25 a pedicab driver in the philippines
26 the rodeo club at ricks college 50 51 ballroom dancing at
BYU 55 samoa flat island ireland the St ormin mormon middle
dleweight
weight boxer ray close 5253
32
331
5255
3233
33 the dominican republic
the geographical jumps are wide and unpredictable but somehow
all of the images reflect a common faith
death is not left out we look in on the funeral of a young
father in utah 64 65 and the death of a young black convert determined to spend his final months as a missionary 66 67 family history research and records general conference pageants at cumorah
and castle valley workers on welfare projects the reader is treated
to church members engaged in quite a number of activities
the importance of ordinances in the lives of latter day saints
is shown by touching pictures of baptism blessing of children and
the sacrament temples are captured from the outside showing the
excitement of weddings an unforgettable picture shows a line of
filipino youths dressed in white waiting patiently to perform baptisms for the dead 118
humanitarian activities are represented by pictures showing
relief society service welfare projects doctors performing surgery
in china 166 67 an english relief society president and her overland van journey to take supplies to croatia 168 73 and the prison
ministry of bishop heber geurts 152 55
missionaries are shown preparing at the missionary training
center saying goodbye
good bye then laboring in russia thailand the
philippines poland belize australia hong kong the dominican
republic japan and the bronx
these pictures are all positive 1I like that we have enough of
the other the purpose here is to catch the spirit of the religion its
goodness its multifacetedness
ness its international character
multifaceted
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1996
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it is not 1I think a criticism to recognize that the diversity and
complexity of mormon life are so great that they simply cannot be
captured photographically in a single work and it is fair to recognize that many world settings are not represented in this book
france chile malta polynesia haiti fiji siberia zaire papua new
five and misguinea these and many other places where members live
sionaries
sion aries labor are not represented but the mission does convey
the important fact that mormonism is not limited to the white anglo
saxon visage of utah 1I wish we could see young missionaries coming out of their training in india or brazil and the missionaries
shown in their fields of labor practically all americans it seems
should have been supplemented by a few showing young filipinos
rians laboring together we do see
nigerians
Indone sians or Nige
mexicans indonesians
blond elder albert kemp of kansas city missouri and his black
emondi as they preach the gospel
companion elder prince henry omondi
in kenya 208 9 one book simply cannot do it all
especially interesting is the epilogue images of faith by
roger rosenblatt 215 17 well known as a contributing editor of
time magazine and frequent commentator on public television
rosenblatt does not discuss the individual pictures but is marmormons
Mor mons
velously
velous ly insightful and willing to recognize good in cormons
how refreshing it seems that a key player in influencing rosenblatt was a high school english teacher by the name of jon beck
shank a mormon and a poet rosenblatt tells how he obviously a
precocious and educable young man drank in the words of shank
a gifted and inspiring teacher
this 1I can well believe for 1I knew shank in fact jon and I1
were friends at brigham young university during the school year
prize winning varsity show he
1949 50 and collaborated on a prizewinning
wrote the script and the lyrics while 1I composed the music I1 later
lost track of him it is satisfying to learn that his new york city students knew he was a latter day saint of course if they studied his
marvelous little book poems published by knopf in 1945 they
could not fail to notice references to the book of mormon at least
one young student in shanks classroom rosenblatt was so
touched that many years later he can tell us that what matters
most in these images are the things unseen and what is most real
is the life that is guessed at 217
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol36/iss4/9
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think will fail to be moved by president gorHinckleys introduction entitled why am 1I a member of the
don B hinckleys
church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1 4 explaining that
his faith is much more than a matter of inheritance he goes on to
give nine carefully selected articles on his personal faith all beginning with 1 I believe this is a beautiful open ended statement to
the world
Rosenb latts essay the superior photogrosenblattt
the mission with rosenblatts
raphy often showing unusual angles and walkers captions is a
poignant and delightful showing of the church in the lives of the
people today
before I1 leave photographs it would be a shame not to recall
something extraordinary celebrating our relief society sisterhood deseret book 1992 which might well be regarded as an
earlier companion volume to the mission also showing the
contemporary church it captures the great variety of womens
activities throughout the world its photographs identified in
microscopic print by country and photographer cry out for adequate captions even so it is a delight

and no one

1I

m
images of faith art of the latter day saints is a team project of the staff of the museum of church history and art the preliminary selection from the museums collection was made by
richard G oman and robert 0 davis who also prepared the text
but a dozen or so other staff members and docents assisted in the
selection in a preliminary statement museum director glen M
leonard is careful to acknowledge that many important latter day
saint artists are not represented in the museums collection xi
likewise many artists whose works are in the museums holdings could not be included because of space limitations again
selection is basic to what we see on the page as representative of
church art
Non
nonphotographic
art and crafts are the focus furniture
photographic
ceramics quilts wood carvings sculpture and especially painting
As in mormon history and mormon literature one has to decide
whether it is the mormon producer or the mormon subject that
determines inclusion it is not entirely clear to me why leconte
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol36/iss4/9
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stewarts painting private car 1937 for example is mormon art
would a history of the crusades by a mormon historian be mormon history still a generous definition is probably preferable to a
narrow one and we can enjoy the works here compiled
the photographic reproduction is superior the textual accompani
paniment
ment is precise and professional title artist medium size of the
work and location are all given knowing the attraction of pictures
and the aversion of many people to reading the printed word 1I am
not sanguine that the text by oman and davis will be properly
appreciated but their comments and insights deserve praise
the use of painting and sculpture in the mormon artistic tradition began surprisingly early both individual and group portraits
are numerous some few of them originating during the nauvoo
period during the second half of the century romantic landscapes
were being produced by george beard H L A culmer john tullidge and reuben kirkham the marvelous C C A christensen
painted many historical scenes and Dan
quart A weggeland did
danquart
janquart
portraits and genre scenes george M ottinger an underappreci
abed
ated renaissance man of the territorial period depicted chimney
rock at sunrise and the arrival of the mormon battalion at carrizo
creek with all of the arduous toil required to settle a wilderness it
mormons found space in their lives for the appreciaseems some cormons
tion of artistic beauty
robert 0 davis gives us a lovely chapter on the impact of
french training on latter day saint art 1890 1925 the label is
too simple for this fertile thirty five year period but the influence
of study in france was doubtless strong on edwin evans james T
harwood J leo fairbanks herman H haag john hafen and
others gifted sculptors cyrus E dallin and mahonri M young not
forgetting their utah roots created memorable works such as the
eloquent panel deliverance on the seagull monument by young
developing a regional latter day saint art 1925 1965
becomes the theme of the next chapter with such artists as minerva K teichert edward grigware leconte stewart and the prolific sculptor avard T fairbanks maynard dixons vivid the hand
of god a good selection from leconte stewart four of arnold
Fri
fribergh
fribergs
bergs narrative images richard burdes emotionally gripping
fragers
return of the prodigal son and mabel Fra
zers strongly conceived
frazers
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1996
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the furrow

are all here to enjoy not to mention many individual
portraits 1I mention these only to give some idea of the richness of
images of faith
most exciting in many ways is the section entitled contemporary latter day saint art 1965 1995 many of these works evoke
strong emotions in me and I1 am sure they will in many others the
gospel is for every nation kindred tongue and people and tallehis
ented artists are found in many places and cultures consider gehis
by juan escobedo robert yelvision of the tree of life as conveyed byjuan
hair victor de la torre wood carving harrison begay jr
lowhair
low
blackware
blackward
kware pottery and tammy garcia fired clay
blac
Bre sils baptizing in the waters of mormon
henri robert bresils
fulepps early morning baptism near beland ljiljana crnogaj Fu
grade capture something that evades even the skilled photographers of the mission and for simple depth and reverence it will
be hard to surpass thomas Po laccas the faithful history of tom
polacca a ceramic A photograph however excellent is of course
inadequate for the full appreciation of such a three dimensional
work it may be useful to remind ourselves that photographs of
paintings are also inadequate offering a diminished experience
diminished but still quite good one hopes that more than a few
who come across this book will hie to the church museum in
the twinkling of an eye
it would be both undiscriminating and unconvincing to maintain that all mormon art is meritorious but it is more vital and
diverse than most people realize this book does what a book
can instructs and shows much of the best of the artistic production within the mormon community
all three of these books are selective but come to think of it
so is life as we individually experience and remember it

lepps

NOTE

gombrich
ernst hans Gorn
brich
bilch art and illusion A study in the psychology of pictoblich
rial representation new york pantheon 1960
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